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Abstract

Persistence diagrams (PD)s play a central role in topological data analysis. This analysis
requires computing distances among such diagrams such as the 1-Wasserstein distance. Accurate
computation of these PD distances for large data sets that render large diagrams may not scale
appropriately with the existing methods. The main source of difficulty ensues from the size of the
bipartite graph on which a matching needs to be computed for determining these PD distances.
We address this problem by making several algorithmic and computational observations in order
to obtain an approximation. First, taking advantage of the proximity of PD points, we condense
them thereby decreasing the number of nodes in the graph for computation. The increase in
point multiplicities is addressed by reducing the matching problem to a min-cost flow problem
on a transshipment network. Second, we use Well Separated Pair Decomposition to sparsify
the graph to a size that is linear in the number of points. Both node and arc sparsifications
contribute to the approximation factor where we leverage a lower bound given by the Relaxed
Word Mover’s distance. Third, we eliminate bottlenecks during the sparsification procedure
by introducing parallelism. Fourth, we develop an open source software called 1PDoptFlow
based on our algorithm, exploiting parallelism by GPU and multicore. We perform extensive
experiments and show that the actual empirical error is very low. We also show that we can
achieve high performance at low guaranteed relative errors, improving upon the state of the arts.

1 Introduction

A standard processing pipeline in topological data analysis (TDA) converts data, such as a point
cloud or a function on it, to a topological descriptor called the persistence diagram (PD) by a
persistence algorithm [36]. See books [32, 35] for a general introduction to TDA. Two PDs are
compared by computing a distance between them. By the stability theorem of PDs [25, 71], close
distances between shapes or functions on them imply close distances between their PDs; thus,
computing diagram distances efficiently becomes important. It can help an increasing list of
applications such as clustering [29, 53, 60], classification [17, 56, 72] and deep learning [76] that
have found the use of topological persistence for analyzing data. The 1-Wasserstein (W1) distance
is a common distance to compare persistence diagrams; Hera [50] is a widely used open source
software for this. Others include [62, 64]. In this paper, we develop a new approach and its efficient
software implementation for computing the 1-Wasserstein distance called here the W1-distance that
improves the state-of-the-art.

∗This work has been partially supported by NSF grants CCF 1839252 and 2049010
†Purdue University, Department of Computer Science, USA
1https://github.com/simonzhang00/pdoptflow
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1.1 Existing Algorithms and Our Approach

As defined in Section 2, the W1-distance between PDs is the assignment problem on a bipartite
graph [13], the problem of minimizing the cost of a perfect matching on it. Thus, any algorithm
that solves this problem [8, 9, 12, 48, 57, 59] can solve the exact W1-distance between PDs problem.

Different algorithms computing W1-distance between PDs have been implemented for open usage
which we briefly survey here. For ε > 0, the software hera [50] gives a (1+ε) approximation to

the W1-distance by solving a bipartite matching problem using the auction algorithm in Õ(n
2.5

ε )
time. In software GUDHI [61], the problem is solved exactly by leveraging a dense min-cost flow
implementation from the POT library [34, 41] to solve the assignment problem. The sinkhorn

algorithm for optimal transport has a time complexity of Õ(n
2

ε2
) [19] but requires O(n2) memory

and incurs numerical errors for small ε. The O(n2) memory requirement is demanding for large n,
especially on GPU. It was shown in [22] that the quadtree [47] and flowtree [5] algorithms can
be adapted to achieve a O(log ∆) approximation in O(n log ∆) memory and time where ∆ is the
ratio of the largest pairwise distance between PD points divided by their closest pairwise distance.
One has no control over the error with this approach and in practice the approximation factor is
large. The sliced Wasserstein Distance achieves an upper bound on the error with a factor of 2

√
2

in O(n2 log n) time [17]. Table 1 shows the complexities and approximation factors of PDoptFlow
and other algorithms.

Algorithm Complexities and Approximation Factors

Algorithm Time (Sequential) Memory Approx. Bound

hera Õ(n
2.5

ε ) O(n) (1 + ε)

dense MCF Õ(n3) O(n2) exact

sinkhorn Õ(n
2

ε2
) O(n2) ε abs. err

flowtree, quadtree O(n log ∆) O(n log ∆) O(log ∆)
WCD, RWMD O(n) and O(n

√
n) O(n) none

sliced Wasserstein O(n2 log n) O(n2) 2
√

2

PDoptFlow Õ( n̂
2

ε2
) O(max( n̂

ε2
, n)) 1 +O(ε)

Table 1: n̂ ≤ n depends on n, the total number of points. A better bound of Õ(n̂2/ε) for
PDoptFlow is possible with a tighter spanner, see Section 3.2 for the reasoning behind our spanner
choice.

Our Approach: We design an algorithm that achieves a (1 + O(ε)) approximation to W1-
distance. The input to our algorithm is two PDs and a sparsity parameter s with ε = O(1/s).
The problem is reduced to a min-cost flow problem on a sparsified transshipment network with
sparsification determined by s. The min-cost flow problem is implemented with the network simplex
algorithm. We use two geometric ideas to sparsify the nodes and arcs of the transshipment network.
We are able to construct networks of linear complexity while availing high parallelism. This lowers
the inherent complexity of the network simplex routine, and enables us to gain speedup using the
GPU and multicore executions over existing implementations.

We apply a simple geometric idea called δ-condensation (see Figure 4) to reduce the number of
nodes in the transshipment network. This approach is synonymous to ”grid snapping” [40, 63] or
”binning” [53] to a δ-grid where δ depends on s. In order to maintain a (1+O(ε))-approximation, we
use a lower bound given by the Relaxed Word Mover’s distance [52]. Its naive sequential computation
can be a bottleneck for large PDs. We parallelize its computation with parallel nearest neighbor
queries to a kd-tree data structure.
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In existing flow-based approaches [27, 41] that compute the W1-distance, the cost matrix is
stored and processed incurring a quadratic memory complexity. We address this issue by reducing
the number of arcs to O(s2n) using an s-well separated pair decomposition (s-WSPD) (s is the
algorithm’s sparsity parameter) where n is the number of nodes. This requires O(s2n) memory.
Moreover, we parallelize WSPD construction in the pre-min-cost flow computation since it is a
computational bottleneck. This can run in time O(polylog(s2n)) according to [77]. Thus, the
pre-min-cost flow computation of our algorithm incurs O(s2n) cost. We focus on the W1-distance
instead of the general q-Wasserstein distance since we can use the triangle inequality for a guaranteed
(1+ε)-spanner [14].

W1 Comput. Times (sec.) for Relative Error Bound

bh AB mri rips

Ours (th. error = 0.5 8.058s 0.67s 18.0s 48.4s

hera (th. error = 0.5) 405.02s 10.46s 1010.7s 207.38s

Ours (th. error = 0.2) 29.15s 1.52s 51.5s 154s

hera (th. error = 0.2) 405.02s 14.56s 1256.4s 342.1s

S.H. (emp. err. ≤ 0.5) >32GB 3.80s >32GB >32GB

dense NtSmplx >.3TB 5.934s >.3TB 354s

Ours, Sq. th. err. = 0.5 9.13s 0.88s 29.3s 80.16s

Ours, Sq. th. err. = 0.2 35.69s 3.03s 88.85s 266.48s

Table 2: Running times of PDoptFlow, parallel (Ours) and sequential (Ours, Sq.), against hera,
GPU-sinkhorn (S.H.), and Network-Simplex (NtSmplx) for W1-distance; > 32 GB or > .3 TB
means out of memory for GPU or CPU respectively.

1.2 Experimental Results

Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the results obtained by our approach. First, we detail these
results and explain the algorithms later. For our experimental setup and datasets, the reader may
refer to Section 4. Experiments show that our methods accelerated by GPU and multicore, or
even serialized, can outperform state-of-the-art algorithms and software packages. These existing
approaches include GPU-sinkhorn [27], Hera [50], and dense network simplex [41] (NtSmplx). We
outperform them by an order of magnitude in total execution time on large PDs and for a given low
guaranteed relative error. Our approach is implemented in the software PDoptFlow, published at
https://github.com/simonzhang00/pdoptflow.

We also perform experiments for the nearest neighbor(NN) search problem on PDs, see Problem
2 in Section 3.5. This means finding the nearest PD from a set of PDs for a given query PD with
respect to the W1 metric. Following [5, 22], define recall@1 for a given algorithm as the percentage
of nearest neighbor queries that are correct when using that algorithm for distance computation.
We also use the phrase ”prediction accuracy” synonymously with recall@1. Our experiments are
conducted with the reddit dataset; we allocate 100 query PDs and search for their NN amongst
the remaining 100 PDs. We find that PDoptFlow at s = 1 and s = 18 achieve very high NN
recall@1 while still being fast, see Table 3. Although at s = 1 there are no approximation guarantees,
PDoptFlow still obtains high recall@1; see Figure 7 and Table 6 for a demonstration of the low
empirical error from our experiments. Other approximation algorithms [5, 22, 52] are incomparable
in prediction accuracy though they run much faster.

In Table 2, we present the total execution times for comparing four pairs of persistence diagrams:
bh, AB, mri, rips from Table 5 in Section 4. The guaranteed relative error bound is given for each

3
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Figure 1: Plot of the empirical time (log scale) against the number of nodes n.

column. We achieve 50x, 15.6x, 56x and 4.3x speedup over hera with the bh, AB, mri and rips
datasets at a guaranteed relative error of 0.5. When this error is 0.2, we achieve a speedup of 13.9x,
9.6x, 24.4x, and 2.2x respectively on the same datasets. We achieve a speedup of up to 3.90x and
5.67x on the AB dataset over the GPU-sinkhorn and the NtSmplx algorithm of POT respectively.
Execution on rips is aborted early by POT. We also run PDoptFlow sequentially, doing the same
total work as our parallel approach does. A slowdown of 1.1x-2.0x is obtained on bh at ε = 0.5
and AB at ε = 0.2 respectively compared to the parallel execution of PDoptFlow. This suggests
most of PDoptFlow’s speedup comes from the approximation algorithm design irrespective of the
parallelism. The Software from [22] is not in Table 2 since its theoretical relative error (2× (height
of its quadtree)-1) [5, 22] is not comparable to values (0.5 and 0.2) from Table 2. In fact, it has
theoretical relative errors of 75, 41, 61, 41 for bh, AB, mri, rips respectively. flowtree [22] is much
faster than PDoptFlow and is less accurate empirically. On these datasets, there is a 10.1x, 2.6x,
18.8x and 90.3x speedup against PDoptFlow(s = 18) at ε = 1.3, for example.

NN PD Search for W1 Time and Prediction Accuracy

avg. time ± std. dev. avg. recall@1 ± std. dev.

quadtree: (ε = 37.8± 0.5) 0.46s ± 0.05s 2.2% ± 0.75%

flowtree: (ε = 37.8± 0.5) 4.88s ± 0.2s 44% ± 4.05%

WCD 8.14s ± 2.0s 39.8% ± 2.71%

RWMD 17.16s ± 0.97s 29.8% ± 5.74%

PDoptFlow(s=1) 62.6s ± 3.38s 81% ± 5.2%

PDoptFow(s=18): (ε = 1.4) 371.2s ± 85s 95.4% ± 1.62%

hera: (ε = 0.01) 2014s ± 12.6s 100%

Table 3: Total time for all 100 NN queries and overall prediction accuracy over 5 dataset splits of
50/50 queries/search PDs; ε is the theoretical relative error.

Table 3 shows the total time for 100 NN queries amongst 100 PDs in the reddit dataset. The
overall prediction accuracies using each of the algorithms are listed. See Section 4.1 for details on
each of the approximation algorithms. Table 3 shows that the algorithms ordered from the fastest
to the slowest on average on the reddit dataset are quadtree [5, 22], flowtree [5, 22], WCD [52],
RWMD [52], PDoptFlow(s = 1), PDoptFlow(s = 18), and hera [50].

Table 3 also ranks the algorithms from the most accurate to the least accurate on average as hera,
PDoptFlow(s = 18), PDoptFlow(s = 1), flowtree, WCD, RWMD, and quadtree. The
average accuracy is obtained by 5 runs of querying the reddit dataset 100 times. PDoptFlow(s = 18)
provides a guaranteed 2.3-approximation which can even be used for ground truth distance since it
computes 95% of the NNs accurately. Furthermore, it takes only one-fourth the time that Hera
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takes. Figure 2 shows the time-accuracy tradeoff of the seven algorithms in Table 3 on the reddit
dataset.
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Figure 2: Pareto frontier of 7 algorithms showing the time and prediction accuracy tradeoff amongst
the algorithms from Table 3 on the reddit dataset.

Figure 1 shows that our overall approach runs empirically in O(s2n1.5) time for small s (≤ 40).
The empirical complexity improves with a smaller s. The datasets are given by synthetic 2D
Gaussian point distributions on the plane acting as PDs. There are total of 10K, 20K, 40K, ... 100K
points in the synthetic PDs. We achieve up to 20% reduction in the total number of PD points by
δ-condensation. Section A.2.2 in the Appendix further explains the trend. This partly explains the
speedups that Table 2 exhibits. For empirical relative errors, see Table 6 Section 4.

The rest of the paper explains our approach, implementation, and further experiments. Here is
a table of the notations that follow.

Notations

Symbol Meaning

A,B input PDs

Ã, B̃ multiset of points on R2 (nondiagonal points of A and B)
∆ set of diagonal points

Ãproj , B̃proj multisets of projections of Ã, B̃ to ∆

Â, B̂ sets of points corresponding to Ã, B̃

ā, b̄ virtual points that represent Ãproj and B̃proj
Âδ, B̂δ δ condensation of Â and B̂
σ, c, f supply, cost and flow functions of a transshipment network
L, δ a lower bound to the W1-distance, additive error
WCD, RWMD word centroid distance, relaxed word movers distance

s, ε, n sparsification factor, theoretical relative error, and |Ã ∪ B̃|
G(A,B) bipartite transportation network on Â ∪ {b̄} and B̂ ∪ {ā}
Gδ G(Âδ ∪ {b̄}, B̂δ ∪ {ā})
WSs(Â

δ ∪ B̂δ) s-WSPD on (Âδ ∪ B̂δ)

WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) sparsified transshipment network induced by WSs(Â
δ ∪ B̂δ)

W1(A,B) ground truth W1-distance

Table 4: Notations used in this paper.
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2 1-Wasserstein Distance Problem

A persistence diagram is a multiset of points in the plane along with the points of infinite multiplicity
on the diagonal line ∆ (line with slope 1). The pairwise distances between diagonal points are
assumed to be 0. Each point (b, d), b 6= d in the multiset represents the birth and death time of a
topological feature as computed by a persistence algorithm [35, 36]. Diagonal points are introduced
to ascertain a stability [21, 25, 35] of PDs.

Given two PDs A = Ã ∪∆ and B = B̃ ∪∆, Ã, B̃ ⊂ R2 \∆ let

W1(A,B) = inf
Π:A→B

∑
x1∈A

(‖x1 −Π(x1)‖2),

where Π is a bijection from A to B. Notice that this formulation is slightly different from the ones
in [32, 35] which takes the l1 and l∞-norms respectively instead of the l2-norm considered here. It
is easy to check that this is equivalent to the following formulation:

inf
M⊂Ã×B̃

(
∑

(x1,x2)∈M

(‖x1 − x2‖2) +
∑

x1 /∈π1(M)

d∆(x1) +
∑

x2 /∈π2(M)

d∆(x2))

where M is a partial one-to-one matching between Ã and B̃; π1, π2 are the projections of the
matching M onto the first and second factors, respectively; d∆(x) is the l2-distance of x to its
nearest point on the diagonal ∆. The triangle inequality does not hold among the points on ∆. In
that sense, this W1-distance differs from the classical Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [69] between
point sets with the l2 ground metric. Computing W1(A,B) (Problem 1) reduces to the problem of
finding a minimizing partial matching M ⊂ Ã× B̃.

Problem 1. Given two PDs A and B, Compute W1(A,B).

2.1 Matching to Min-Cost Flow

Let Ãproj , B̃proj be the sets of points in ∆ nearest (in l2-distance) to Ã, B̃, respectively. Define
the bipartite graph Bi(A,B) = (U1∪̇U2, E) where U1 := Ã ∪ B̃proj and U2 := B̃ ∪ Ãproj . Define the
point pproj to be the nearest point in l2-distance to p in ∆ and let

E = (Ã× B̃) ∪ {(p, pproj)}p∈Ã ∪ {(qproj , q)}q∈B̃ ∪ (Ãproj × B̃proj).

The edge e = (p, q) ∈ E has weight (i) 0 if e ∈ Ãproj × B̃proj , (ii) weight ‖p− q‖2 if p ∈ Ã, q ∈ B̃,
(iii) weight d∆(p) if q = pproj , and (iv) weight d∆(q) if p = qproj . Because of the edges with cost 0,
minimizing the total weight of a perfect matching on Bi(A,B) is equivalent to finding a minimizing
partial matching M ⊂ Ã× B̃ and thus computing W1(A,B) in turn.

Let G = (V,E, c, σ) be a transshipment network made up of nodes and directed edges called
arcs where we have a supply function σ : V (G)→ Z, a cost function c : V (G)× V (G)→ R+, and a
flow function f : V (G)× V (G)→ Z. Define the uncapacitated min-cost flow on G as:

min
Σuf(u,v)=|σ(v)|,Σvf(u,v)=|σ(u)|,f(u,v)≥0

c(u, v) · f(u, v),where (u, v) ∈ E(G).

Now we describe a construction of the bipartite transshipment network G(A,B) for two PDs
A and B. Intuitively, G(A,B) is Bi(A,B) with a set instead of multiset representation for the
nodes. Let πA and πB denote the mapping of the points in Ã ∪ B̃proj and B̃ ∪ Ãproj respectively to
the nodes in the graph G(A,B). All points with distance 0 are mapped to the same node by πA
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and πB. Since the diagonal points Ãproj and B̃proj are assumed to have distance zero, all points
in Ãproj map to a single node, say ā = πA(Ãproj). Similarly, all points in B̃proj map to a single
node, say b̄ = πB(B̃proj) (See Figure 3). We call this 0-condensation because it does not perturb
the non-diagonal PD points. All arcs to or from ā or b̄ form diagonal arcs, which are used in our
main algorithm.

2

2
3

1

1

7

Figure 3: (a) −5; (7, 12) means a supply of −5 units at point (7, 12). (b) Bi(A,B) with the nodes
denoted by solid circles. (c) G(A,B), nodes are the solid outer boxes. Supplies in G(A,B) are set
by the number of circles inside each box. In (b) and (c), barred-points e.g. (7, 12) are projections to
the diagonal.

Let Â and B̂ denote the set of nodes corresponding to the non-diagonal points, that is, Â = πA(Ã),
B̂ = πB(B̃). The nodes of G(A,B) are (Â ∪ {b̄})∪̇(B̂ ∪ {ā}). The vertices of the transshipment
network G(A,B) are assigned supplies σ(u) = |π−1

A (u)| for u ∈ U1 and σ(v) = −|π−1
B (v)| for v ∈ U2.

Intuitively, negative supply at a node means that there is a demand for a net flow at that node,
which corresponds to a point in B. The intuition for positive supply is analogous.

Proposition 2.1. There is a perfect matching on Bi(A,B) with |Ã| = n1 and |B̃| = n2 iff there is
a feasible flow of value n1 + n2 in G(A,B).

Proof. ⇒ Any perfect matching µ on Bi(A,B) can be converted to a feasible flow on G(A,B) by
assigning a flow between u ∈ U1 and v ∈ U2 equal to the number of pairs (p, µ(p)) with p ∈ π−1(u)
and µ(p) ∈ π−1(v). The supplies on G(A,B) are met because of the way G(A,B) is constructed.
The value of the flow for the conversion is n1+n2 since there were that many pairings in the perfect
matching.
⇐ Given a feasible flow of value n1 + n2 on G(A,B), we obtain a matching on Bi(A,B) by

observing that we can decompose any feasible flow on arc (u, v) ∈ Â ∪ {b̄} × B̂ ∪ {ā}, into unit
flows from π−1

A (u) to π−1
B (v) with no pair repeating any point from other pairs. Each unit flow

corresponds to a pair in the matching. Since the flow has n1 + n2 flow value, there must be the
n1 + n2 pairings in the matching, making it perfect.

Problem 1 reduces to a min-cost flow problem on G(A,B) by Proposition 2.1. A proof based on
linear algebra can be found in [53].
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3 Approximating 1-Wasserstein Distance

In this section we design a (1 +O(ε))-approximation algorithm for Problem 1 that first sparsifies
the bipartite graph G(A,B) with an algorithm incurring a cost of Õε(n), where Õε hides a polylog
dependence on n and a polynomial dependence on 1

ε . Due to the node and edge sparsification,
we must then use the min-cost flow formulation of Section 2 instead of a bi-partite matching for
computing an approximation to the W1-distance. We use the network simplex algorithm to solve
the min-cost flow problem because it suits our purpose aptly though theoretically speaking any
min-cost flow algorithm can be used.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: δ-condensation for (a) matched and (b) unmatched points. Points snapped to their nearest
0.99δ-grid point. Points are then perturbed in a 0.01( δ2) neighborhood. Green dotted pairwise
distances change to new purple dotted and dashed pairwise distances.

3.1 Condensation (Node Sparsification)

As the size of the PD increases, many of its points cluster together since filtration values often
become close. This is because the filtration values may come from, for example, scale-free [6] social
network data, that is, graphs with power law degree distributions, or voxelized data given as finitely
many grid values. See Section A.1.3 for a discussion on the clustering of PD points and how do they
arise from scale-free graphs and voxel data. Figure 6 shows such evidences for voxelized data. We
draw upon a common technique for rasterizing the plane by snapping points to an evenly spaced
grid to decrease the number of points. As discussed in Section A.2, it is known that the network
simplex algorithm performs better on a transshipment network with many different arc lengths than
the one with many arcs having the same length. To avoid the symmetry induced by the lattice, we
perturb randomly the combined points. For a δ > 0 and a fraction k ≥ 0.5 (say k = 0.99), we snap
nondiagonal points to a kδ · Z× kδ · Z lattice (grid). Let πδ : Â ∪ B̂ → (kδ · Z)× (kδ · Z) define this
snapping of a point to its nearest δ-lattice point where πδ((x, y)) = (kδ · round( xkδ ), kδ · round( ykδ )).

We follow the snapping by πδ with a random shift of each condensed point by at most 1−k
2 · δ in

any of the ±x or ±y directions; see Figure 4. We call the entire procedure as ”δ-condensation” or
”δ-snapping”. The aggregate of the points snapped to a grid point is accounted for by a supply
value assigned to it; see Algorithm 2.

Proposition 3.1. Let A and B be two PDs and ε > 0. For δ := 2εL√
2(|Ã|+|B̃|) where L ≤W1(A,B),

let the snapping by πδ followed by a δ · (1 − k)/2 random shift on A and B produce Aδ and Bδ

respectively. Then, (1− ε)W1(A,B) ≤W1(Aδ, Bδ) ≤ (1 + ε)W1(A,B).

Proof. After applying πδ, each point moves in a
√

2δ
2 neighborhood. Thus for any pair of nondiagonal

points p ∈ Ã and q ∈ B̃, the l2-distance between the two points shrinks/grows at most by

8



2
√

2kδ
2 units. A (1−k)δ

2 -perturbation contributes to an error of 2
√

2(1−k)δ
2 units for the l2-distance

between p and q. Thus, for a pair of nondiagonal points the additive error incurred is
√

2δ units.
Furthermore, for any nondiagonal point in either diagram, its distance to ∆ can shrink/grow by at

most
√

2kδ
2 +

√
2(1−k)δ

2 =
√

2δ
2 units.

Let m1 be the number of pairs of matched nondiagonal points and m2 be the number of unmatched
nondiagonal points. Let the δ-condensation of A and B be Aδ, Bδ and let δ′ =

√
2(m1 + m2

2 )δ. To
reach the conclusion of the proposition, we want δ to induce a relative error of ε for W1(Aδ, Bδ)
with respect to W1(A,B) satisfying the following inequalities:

(1− ε)W1(A,B) ≤W1(A,B)− δ′ ≤W1(Aδ, Bδ) ≤W1(A,B) + δ′ ≤ (1 + ε)W1(A,B).

Observe that m1 + m2
2 = (|Ã|+|B̃|)

2 . Also, we have that L ≤W1(A,B). These together constrain δ

to satisfy
√

2(m1 + m2
2 )δ =

√
2 (|Ã|+|B̃|)

2 δ ≤ εL ≤ εW1(A,B), which gives the desired value of δ as
stated.

A lower bound L from Proposition 3.1 is needed in order to convert the additive error of δ to a
multiplicative error of 1± ε. To find the lower bound L, we use the Relaxed Word Mover’s distance
(RWMD) [52] that gives a lower bound for the min-cost flow of G(A,B), hence for W1(A,B). There
are many lower bounds that can be used such as those from [4, 52]. However, we find RWMD to be
the most effective in terms of computational time and approximation in general.

Recall that RWMD is a relaxation of one of the two constraints of the min-cost flow problem.
If we ”relax” or remove the constraint

∑
v f(u, v) = |σ(u)|, u ∈ B̂ ∪ {ā} from the min-cost flow

formulation, we obtain the following feasible flow to the min-cost flow with one of its constraints
removed

f low,A(u, v) =

{
|σ(u)| if v = argminv′ c(u, v

′)
0 otherwise

and evaluate LA :=
∑

u,v c(u, v) · f low,A(u, v). Since W1(A,B) is a feasible solution to the relaxed

min-cost flow problem, LA ≤W1(A,B). Relaxing the constraint
∑

u f(u, v) = |σ(v)|, v ∈ Â ∪ {b̄},
we can define f low,B(u, v) and LB similarly.

Our simple parallel algorithm involves computing L := max(LA, LB), the RWMD, by exploiting
the geometry of the plane via a kd-tree to perform fast parallel nearest neighbor queries. For LA,
we first construct a kd-tree for B̂ viewed as points in the plane, then proceed to search in parallel
for every u ∈ Â, its nearest l2-neighbor v∗ in B̂ while writing the quantity c(u, v∗) · f low,A(u, v∗) to
separate memory addresses. Noticing that the closest point to b̄, is ā at cost 0, it suffices to consider
the points Â to compute LA. We then apply a sum-reduction to the array of products, taking
O(log n) depth [11]. We apply a similar procedure for LB. See Algorithm 1. Since the kd-tree

Algorithm 1 RWMD(Â, B̂, c)

1: build kd-tree on B̂ using Euclidean distance on R2

2: compute v∗ = argminv∈B̂c(u, v) by NN search on B̂ and store f low,A(u, v∗) for each u ∈ Â in
parallel

3: LA ← compute sum-reduction of line 2
4: LB ← compute lines 1-3 with Â and B̂ swapped return max(LA, LB)
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queries each takes O(
√
n) sequential time, we obtain an algorithm with O(n) processors requiring

O(
√
n+ log n) = O(

√
n) depth and O(n

√
n) work.

Algorithm 2 δ-condensation

Require: PDs A,B, s > 0
1: (Â, b̄, σÂ, B̂, ā, σB̂)← 0-condense(A,B)

2: L← RWMD(Â, B̂, c) . c(·, ·) from Section 2
3: ε← 8

s−4 if s ≥ 12 else ε← 1; δ ← 2εL√
2(|Ã|+|B̃|)

4: (Âδ, B̂δ) ← (πδ(Â), πδ(B̂)) . snap points of Â, B̂ to a common 0.99δ-lattice

5: σÂδ∪B̂δ∪{ā}∪{b̄} ←

{∑
u∈π−1

δ (v) σ(u) v ∈ Âδ ∪ B̂δ

σ(v) v = {ā} ∪ {b̄}
6: perturb Âδ ∪ B̂δ in a 0.01

2 δ-radius square

return (Âδ ∪ B̂δ, σÂδ∪B̂δ∪{ā}∪{b̄})

The algorithm for δ-condensation is given in Algorithm 2. We first gather all the points based
on their x and y coordinates called a 0-condensation; see Section 2. Then, we compute the RWMD
in order to compute δ. This δ depends on an intermediate relative error of ε for δ-condensation,
which depends on the input s. The quantity ε is chosen to be less than 1. In particular, we set
ε ← 8

s−4 if s ≥ 12 and ε ← 1 otherwise; see line 3 in Algorithm 2. Finally, we snap the points

of Â and B̂ to the δ-grid and then perturb the condensed points in a small neighborhood. The
resulting sets of points are denoted Âδ and B̂δ. For each condensed point, we aggregate the supplies
of points that are snapped to it. The aggregated supply function is denoted σÂδ∪B̂δ∪{ā}∪{b̄}. The
bipartite transshipment network that could be constructed by placing arcs between all nodes from
Aδ := Âδ ∪ {b̄} to Bδ := B̂δ ∪ {ā} is denoted as Gδ:=G(Aδ, Bδ). The cost cδ is defined on arcs of
G(Aδ, Bδ) as cδ(u, v) = ‖u− v‖2 for u ∈ Âδ and v ∈ B̂δ. The costs cδ(u, ā) and cδ(b̄, v) are defined
by the l2-distances of u and v to ∆ as in Section 2.1. Furthermore, the supply on all points is
defined by σAδ∪Bδ . Only the nodes and supplies of this network are constructed.

3.2 Well Separated Pair Decomposition(Arc Sparsification)

The node sparsification of G(A,B) gives Gδ whose arcs are further sparsified. Using Theorem 1
in [14], we bring the quadratic number of arcs down to a linear number by constructing a geometric
(1 + ε)-spanner on the point set Âδ ∪ B̂δ. For a point set P ⊂ R2, let its complete distance graph be
defined with the points in P as nodes where every pair p, q ∈ P , p 6= q, is joined by an edge with
weight equal to ‖p− q‖2. Define a geometric t-spanner S(P ) as a subgraph of the complete distance
graph of P where for any p, q ∈ P, p 6= q, the shortest path distance dSP (p, q) between p and q in
S(P ) satisfies the condition dSP (p, q) ≤ t · ‖p− q‖2.

We compute a spanner using the well separated decomposition s-WSPD [20, 45]. Notice that
there are many other possible spanner constructions such as θ-graphs [24, 49] and others, e.g. [44, 55].
However, experimentally we find that WSPD is effective in practice, and becomes especially effective
when s is small. The θ-graphs, for example, can be an order of magnitude slower to compute as
implemented in the CGAL software [39]. This is theoretically justified by the O(log n) factor in the
O(n log n) construction time of θ-graphs when n > 1024. An s-WSPD is a well known geometric
construction that approximates the pairwise distances between points by pairs of ”s-well-separated”
point subsets. Two point subsets U and V are s-well separated in l2-norm if there exist two l2 balls
of radius d containing U and V that have distance at least d · s. An s-WSPD of a point set P ⊂ R2
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is a collection of pairs of s-well separated subsets of P so that for every pair of points p, q ∈ P , p 6= q,
there exists a unique pair of subsets U, V in the s-WSPD with U 3 p and V 3 q. Each subset in an
s-WSPD is represented by an arbitrary but fixed point in the subset. We can construct a digraph
WSs(P ) from the s-WSPD on P by taking the point representatives as nodes and placing biarcs
between any two nodes u, v, that is, creating both arcs (u, v) and (v, u). It is known [20, 45] that
WSs(P ), viewed as an undirected graph, is a geometric t-spanner for t = (s+ 4)/(s− 4). Putting
t = (1 + ε), this gives s = 4 + 8

ε . It was recently shown in [30] that by taking leftmost points as
representatives in the well separated subsets, one can improve t to 1 + 4

s + 4
s−2 . Furthermore, it is

also known that WSs(P ) has O(s2n) number of arcs where n = |P |.

a,b,c,d

b,c

d b c

a,d

a

(b) Split Tree and WSPD pairs(a)   -Condensation (c)             -Spanner with Diag. Arcs 

Figure 5: Illustration of Algorithm 3: (a) δ-condensation for the example in Figure 3 with the split
tree construction on Âδ ∪ B̂δ; (b) WSPD pairs (black biarcs) on the split tree from (a); and (c) the
induced transshipment network from the WSPD with the green diagonal arcs included.

Now we describe how we compute an arc sparsification of Gδ. To save notations, we assume the
points of Âδ and B̂δ, the δ-condensation of Â and B̂ respectively, to be nodes also. We compute a
(1 + ε)-spanner WSs(Â

δ ∪ B̂δ) via an s-WSPD on the points Âδ ∪ B̂δ. Notice that this digraph has
all nodes of Gδ except the two diagonal nodes ā and b̄ which we add to it with all the original arcs
from ā and to b̄ having the cost same as in Gδ. Now we assign supplies to nodes in WSs(Â

δ ∪ B̂δ)
as in Gδ. There is a caveat here. It may happen that points from Âδ and B̂δ overlap. Two such
overlapped points from two sets are represented with a single point having the supply equal to
the supplies of the overlapped points added together. Let WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) denote this sparsified
transshipment network. Adapting an argument in [14] to our case, we have:

Theorem 3.2. Let f∗ and f̄∗ be the min-cost flow values in Gδ and WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) respectively
where s satisfies ε = 4

s + 4
s−2 for some ε > 0. Then f∗ and f̄∗ satisfy f∗ ≤ f̄∗ ≤ (1 + ε)f∗.

Proof. First, notice that the nodes of WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) are exactly the same as in G(Aδ, Bδ) =
(Aδ∪̇Bδ, Aδ×Bδ, cδ, σAδ∪Bδ) except the overlapped nodes. We can decompose the overlapped nodes
back to their original versions in Âδ and B̂δ with biarcs of 0-distance between them. This will also
restore the supplies at each node. This does not affect f̄∗. Let the cost cδ(u, v) in WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) be
the l2-distance between corresponding points of u and v for u, v ∈ Âδ t B̂δ (all non-diagonal points
pairs). Furthermore, let cδ(b̄, v), v ∈ B̂δ and cδ(u, ā), u ∈ Âδ have cost exactly as in G(Aδ, Bδ).
Recall that in WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) there is no arc between Âδ and b̄ nor between B̂δ and ā. Treating
the costs on the arcs as weights, let the shortest path distance between u and v be dWS

SP (u, v) on

WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ). We already have a (1 + ε)-spanner WSs(Â
δ ∪ B̂δ), and adding the nodes ā and b̄
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with the diagonal arcs to form WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) still preserves the spanner property, namely

dSP (b̄, v) = cδ(b̄, v) ≤ (1 + ε)cδ(b̄, v) for v ∈ Bδ

and

dSP (u, ā) = cδ(u, ā) ≤ (1 + ε)cδ(u, ā) for u ∈ Aδ.

Let f and f̄ denote the respective flows for f∗ and f̄∗. We can now prove the conclusion of the
theorem.

f∗ ≤ f̄∗: f̄ can be decomposed into flows along paths from nodes in Aδ to nodes in Bδ. One can
get a flow f̂ on G(Aδ, Bδ) from f̄ by considering a flow on every bipartite arc (u, v) in G(Aδ, Bδ)
which equals the path decomposition flow from u to v in WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ). We have

f∗ =
∑

(u,v)∈G(Aδ,Bδ)

cδ(u, v) · fuv ≤
∑

(u,v)∈G(Aδ,Bδ)

cδ(u, v) · f̂uv ≤
∑

(u,v)∈Aδ×Bδ
dWS
P (u, v) · f̂uv = f̄∗,

where dWS
P (u, v) is the path distance on WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) as determined by the flow decomposition.

The leftmost inequality follows since f̂ is a feasible flow on G(Aδ, Bδ) and the rightmost inequality
follows since any path length between two nodes u and v is bounded from below by the direct dis-
tance cδ(u, v) between the points they represent. The last equality follows by the flow decomposition.

f̄∗ ≤ (1 + ε)f∗:

f̄∗ ≤
∑

(u,v)∈Aδ×Bδ
dWS
SP (u, v) · fuv ≤

∑
(u,v)∈G(Aδ,Bδ)

(1 + ε)cδ(u, v) · fuv = (1 + ε)f∗.

The leftmost inequality follows since the flow f of G(Aδ, Bδ) sent across shortest paths forms a
feasible flow on WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ). To check this, notice that the supplies are all satisfied for every
node in WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ). Any intermediate node of a shortest path between u ∈ Aδ and v ∈ Bδ gets
a net change of 0 supply. The rightmost inequality follows because WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) still satisfies the
(1 + ε)-spanner property as mentioned above.

s-WSPD Construction: In order to construct an s-WSPD, a hierarchical decomposition
such as a split tree or quad tree is constructed. We build a split tree due to its simplicity and
high efficiency. A split tree can be computed sequentially with any of the standard algorithms in
[16, 20, 45] that runs in O(n log n) time. It is not a bottleneck in practice. This is because there
is only O(n) writing to memory for constructing the tree. A simple construction of the split tree
T starts with a bounding box containing the input point set followed by a recursive division that
splits a box into two halves by dividing the longest edge of the box in the middle. The split tree
construction for a given box stops its recursion when it has one point.

Sequential construction of a WSPD involves collecting all well separated pairs of nodes which
represent point subsets from the split tree T . This is done by searching for descendant node pairs
from each interior node w in T . For each pair of descendant nodes u and v reached from w, the
procedure recursively continues the search on both children of the node amongst u and v that has
the larger diameter for its bounding box. When the points corresponding to a pair of nodes u, v
become well separated, we collect (u, v) in the WSPD and stop recursion.

The construction of WSPD is the primary bottleneck before the min-cost flow computation.
The sequential computation incurs high data movement and also a large hidden constant factor
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in the complexity. To overcome these difficulties, we compute the WSPD in parallel while still
preserving locality of reference, only using n− 1 threads, and O(n) auxiliary memory. We propose
a simple approach on multicore that avoids linked lists or arbitrary pointers as in [15, 16]. A unique
thread is assigned to each internal node w in the split tree T . Then, we write a prefix sum [54]
of the counts of well separated pairs found by each thread. Following this, each thread on w ∈ T
re-searches for well separated pairs and independently writes out its well separated descendant
nodes in its memory range as determined by the prefix sum. Recursive calls on split tree node pairs
can also be run in parallel as in [77]; doing so requires an unbounded data structure to store the
pairs found by each thread such as a 2-layer tree with blocks at its leaves. Such a parallel algorithm
can have worst-case depth of O(polylog(s2n)) and work complexity of O(s2n). In practice, we can
gain speedup in our simplified implementation, which does not issue recursive calls at interior nodes
and thus has O(s2n) depth. This is because significant work can arise at internal nodes near the
leaves. For an illustration of the implementation, see Appendix.

3.3 Min-cost Flow by Network Simplex

Having constructed a sparsified transshipment network, we solve the min-cost flow problem on this
network with an efficient implementation of the network simplex (NtSmplx) algorithm.

The NtSmplx algorithm is a graph theoretic version of the simplex algorithm used for linear
programming. It involves the search for basic feasible min-cost flow solutions. This is done by
successively applying pivoting operations to improve the objective function. A pivot involves an
interchange of arcs for a spanning tree on the transshipment network. As observed in [51], we also
find that the pivot searching phase for the incoming arc during pivoting dominates the runtime of
NtSmplx. In particular, it is vital to have an efficient pivot searching algorithm: to quickly find a
high quality entering arc that lessens the number of subsequent pivots. Authors in [43] propose
an interpolation between Dantzig’s greedy pivot rule [28] and Bland’s pivot rule [10] by the block
search pivot (BSP) algorithm. This implementation for NtSmplx is adopted in [33]. It is found
empirically in [51] that the BSP algorithm is very efficient, simple, and results in a low number of
degenerate pivots in practice. We use the BSP algorithm in our implementation because of these
reasons.

Notice that if dynamic trees [74] are used, the complexity of a pivot search can be brought down
to O(log n) and thus NtSmplx can run in time Õ(s2n2) [1, 42] on our WSPD spanner.

BSP sacrifices theoretical guarantees for simplicity and efficiency in practice. During computation,
degenerate pivots, or pivots that do not make progress in the objective function may appear. There
is the possibility of stalling or repeatedly performing degenerate pivots for exponentially many
iterations. As Section A.2 in Appendix illustrates, stalling drives the execution to a point where no
progress is made. However, our experiments suggest that, before stalling, BSP usually arrives at a
very reasonable feasible solution.

We observe that performance of NtSmplx depends heavily on the sparsity of our network. Since
a pivot involves forming a cycle with an entering arc and a spanning tree in the network, if the
graph is sparse there are few possibilities for this entering arc.

3.4 Approximation Algorithm

The approximation algorithm is given in Algorithm 3, which proceeds as follows. Given input PDs
A and B and the parameter s > 2, first we set ε = 8

s−4 . We compute a δ according to Proposition
3.1 using this ε for s ≥ 12 and setting ε = 1 for 2 < s < 12. Then, we perform a δ-condensation and
compute an s-WSPD via a split tree construction on Âδ ∪ B̂δ.
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We then compute WSs(Â
δ ∪ B̂δ) from the s-WSPD. It is a (1 + ε′)-spanner for s > 2 where

ε′ = 4
s + 4

s−2 . Diagonal nodes along with their arcs are added to this graph as determined by Gδ.

This means that we add the nodes ā and b̄ and all arcs from Âδ to b̄ and ā to B̂δ. This produces
WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ). Figure 5 shows our construction. The network simplex algorithm is applied to the
sparse network WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ) to get a distance that approximates the min-cost flow value on Gδ
within a factor of (1 + ε′) between inputs Aδ and Bδ. The algorithm still runs for s > 0 instead of
s > 2 since we can still construct a valid transshipment network for optimization. However, there
are no guarantees if s ≤ 2. Nonetheless, empirical error is found to be low and the computation
turns out very efficient; see Section 4.

Algorithm 3 Approximate W1-Distance Algorithm

Require: PDs: A,B, s > 2 the sparsity parameter, ε = 8
s−4 for s ≥ 12 and ε = 1 + 8

s + 8
s−2 for

2 < s < 12
Ensure: a (1 +O(ε))-approximation to W1-distance
1: (PPP ,σPPP )← δ-condensation(A,B, s) . PPP = Âδ ∪ B̂δ

2: TTT ← form-splittree(PPP )
3: nondiag-arcs ← form-WSPD(TTT , s) . 1 + ε-spanner
4: diag-arcs ← form-diag-arcs(PPP ) . diagonal arcs constructed as in Section 2.1
5: GGG← (PPP , nondiag-arcs ∪ diag-arcs, σPPP , c :=dists(nondiag-arcs ∪ diag-arcs)) . Defn. 2.1

return min-cost flow(GGG)

The time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the computation of the min-cost flow
routine. Thus, all the steps of our algorithm are designed to improve the efficiency of the NtSmplx
algorithm. Replacing NtSmplx with the algorithm in [12], a complexity of Õ(ns2 + n1.5) can be
achieved. However, NtSmplx is simpler, more memory efficient, has a reasonable complexity of
Õ(s2n2) [74], and is very efficient in practice; see Figure 1 and Figure 12 in Appendix.

3.5 Theoretical Bounds

By Theorem 3.2, the spanner achieves a (1 + 4
s + 4

s−2)-approximation to the min-cost flow value
on the δ-condensed graph. A δ-condensation results in an approximation of the W1-distance with
a factor of (1 ± ( 8

s−4)) for s ≥ 12 and 2 for 2 < s < 12. The factor 2 for the range 2 < s < 12

is obtained by putting s = 12 in 8
s−4 because s ≤ 12 and we need 8

s−4 > 0. The node and arc

sparsifications together guarantee an approximation factor of ((1 + 4
s + 4

s−2)(1± ( 8
s−4))) ≤ (1 + ε)2

where ε = 8
s−4 and s ≥ 12. For the range 2 < s < 12, we have 2(1 + 4

s + 4
s−2) = 1 + ε where

ε = 1 + 8
s + 8

s−2 . We are thus guaranteed a (1 +O(ε))-approximation to the W1-distance if s > 2 as
claimed in Algorithm 3. Hence, we have the following Corollary to Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.3. Let ε > 0 and define s = 4 + 8
ε for s ≥ 12. Define δ in terms of ε as in Proposition

3.1. Then, f̄∗, the min-cost flow value of WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ), is a (1+O(ε))-approximation of W1(A,B).

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Bound: Define the following problem using the solution
to Problem 1.

Problem 2. Given PDs A1, . . . , An and a query PD B, find the nearest neighbor (NN) A∗ =
argminAi∈{A1,...,An}W1(B,Ai).

We obtain the following bound on the approximate NN factor of our algorithm, where a
c-approximate nearest neighbor A∗ to query PD B among A1...An means that W1(A∗, B) ≤
c ·mini(W1(Ai, B)).
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(a) PD1: Athens, PD2: Beijing (b) PD1: MRI750, PD2: MRI751 (c) PD1: brain, PD2: heart

Figure 6: Some of the persistence diagrams; PD1 is in blue and PD2 is in red.

Theorem 3.4. Let 4 + 8
ε = s ≥ 12. The nearest neighbor of PD B among PDs A1, ...An as

computed by PDoptFlow at sparsity parameter s is a (1+ε)2

1−ε -approximate nearest neighbor in the
W1-distance.

Proof. For a given s, define ε = 8
s−4 and an appropriate δ as in Proposition 3.1. Let A′ be the

nearest neighbor according to PDoptFlow at sparsity parameter s and B be the query PD. Let
f∗A′,B be the optimal flow between A′ and B and let f∗

A′δ,Bδ
be the optimal flow on the pertrubed

δ-grid and let f sA′,B be the optimal flow between them on the sparsified graph with parameter s.

Let X be the union of all PDs of interest such as A1...An and B. Let Xδ be the perturbed grid
obtained by snapping X. Let PDoptFlows denote the value of the optimal flow computed by
PDoptFlow for sparsity parameter s. We have that:

W1(A′, B) =
∑

(x,y)∈X×X f
∗
A′,B · ‖x− y‖2

≤ ( 1
1− 8

s−4

) ·
∑

(x′,y′)∈Xδ×Xδ f∗A′δ,Bδ · ‖x
′ − y′‖2 (lower bound from Proposition 3.1)

≤ ( 1
1− 8

s−4

) ·
∑

(x′,y′)∈WSs(Â′
δ
,B̂δ)

fs
A′δ,Bδ

· ‖x′ − y′‖2 (optimality of f∗
A′δ,Bδ

)

= ( 1
1− 8

s−4

)· PDoptFlows(A
′δ, Bδ)

≤ ( 1
1− 8

s−4

) ·
∑

(x′,y′)∈WSs(Â∗
δ
,B̂δ)

fs
A∗δ,Bδ

· ‖x′ − y′‖2 (optimality of A′ w.r.t. PDoptFlows)

= ( 1
1− 8

s−4

)· PDoptFlows(A
∗δ, Bδ)

≤ ( 1
1− 8

s−4

) · (1 + 8
s−4) · (1 + 4

s + 4
s−2) ·W1(A∗, B) (by Corollary 3.3)

≤ (1+ε)2

1−ε ·W1(A∗, B) (if 4 + 8
ε = s ≥ 12 and by Corollary 3.3)

This bound matches with our experiments described in Section 4.1 which show the high NN
prediction accuracy of PDoptFlow.

4 Experiments

All experiments are performed on a high performance computing platform [18]. The node we use is
equipped with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with 32 GB of memory. The node also has a dual Intel
Xeon 8268 with a total of 48 cores where 300 GB of CPU DRAM is used for computing. Table 5
describes the persistence diagrams data we used for all experiments.

The Athens and Beijing (producing pair AB) are real-world images taken from the public repository
of [31]. MRI750 and MRI751 (producing pair mri) are adjacent axial slices of a high resolution 100
micron brain MRI scan taken from the data used in [37]. The images are saved as csv and jpeg
files, respectively. The H0 barcodes of the lower star filtration are computed using ripser.py [75].
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Datasets

Name Multiset
Card.

Unique
Points

Type of Filtration Orig. Data

Athens 1281 1226 H0 lower star csv image
Beijing 13141 13046 H0 lower star csv image
Brain 17396 17291 H1 low. star cubical 3d vti file
Heart 171380 171335 H1 low. star cubical 3d vti file
MRI750 92635 92635 H0 low. star pertb. jpg img.
MRI751 92837 92837 H0 low. star pertb. jpg img.
rips1 31811 31811 H1 Rips pnt. cloud
rips2 38225 38225 H1 Rips pnt. cloud

Name Avg. Card. Avg. Card. Type of Filtration Orig. Data

reddit 278.55 278.55 lower/upper star graphs

Table 5: Datasets used for all experiments.

The MRI scans are perturbed by a small pixel value to remove any pixel symmetry from natural
images. The brain and heart (producing pair bh) 3d models are vti [2] files converted from raw data
and then converted to a bitmap cubical complex. The brain and heart raw data are from [73] and
[3]. The H1 barcodes of the lower star filtration of the bitmap cubical complex are computed with
GUDHI [61]. Datasets rips1 and rips2 (producing pair rips) consist of 7000 randomly sampled points
from a normal distribution on a 5000 dimensional hypercube of seeds 1 and 2 respectively from the
numpy.random module [46]. The Rips barcodes [7] for H1 are computed by Ripser++ [79]. The
reddit dataset is taken from [22] and is made up of 200 PDs built from the extended persistence of
graphs from the reddit dataset with node degrees as filtration height values.

The input to our algorithm contains the parameter s with which we determine a δ for δ-
condensation and construct an s-WSPD. The larger the s is, the smaller the average supply of each
node in the transshipment network and the denser the network becomes since it has O(s2n) number
of arcs for n points. Since there is a quadratic dependence on s, it is best to use s ∈ (0, 18] on a
conventional laptop for memory capacity reasons. Figure 7 shows the empirical dependence of the
relative error ε′ w.r.t. the parameter s. To calculate a tighter theoretical bound ε on the relative
error than Corollary 3.3, one can solve for s from the expression 1 + ε = (1 + 4

s + 4
s−2) · (1 + ( 8

s−4))
In practice the algorithm performs very well in both time and relative error with s < 12, see

Figure 7 and Table 6. Compared to flowtree [22], PDoptFlow is surprisingly not that much
slower for n ∼ 100K and s ≤ 1 (a very low sparsity factor) and has a smaller relative error. Since
the flowtree algorithm only needs one pass through the tree, it is very efficient. On the other
hand, our algorithm depends on the cycle structure of the sparsified transshipment network. The
relative error of PDoptFlow may heavily depend on the amount of δ-condensation; see bh, for
example.

The δ-condensation can significantly change the number of nodes in the transshipment network.
From the graph G(A,B), the number of nodes in WPD

40 (Aδ, Bδ) can drop by 90%, 82%, 70%, and
2% for the bh, AB, mri, and rips comparisons respectively. The great variability is determined by the
clustering of points in the PDs. Since the range of pairwise distances for a random point cloud in
high dimensions (5000) is much greater than the distribution of 28 pixel values of a natural image
due to the curse of dimensionality, there is almost no clustering of filtration values, see Table 5
and Table 7. In cases like these it is actually advised not to use δ-condensation and just a spanner
instead so that one may get a tighter theoretical approximation bound. More condensation results
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Figure 7: Convergence of PDoptFlow for W1-distance against the parameter s.

in higher empirical relative errors and less computing time. Since only the theoretical relative error
is known before execution, we compare times for a given theoretical relative error bound as in Table
2.

W1 Empirical Errors for a given Theoretical Error

PD data
sets

Emp. Err. s = 40
(Ours)

Emp. Err. ε =
0.5(hera)

Emp. Err. s = 93
(Ours)

Emp. Err. ε =
0.2(hera)

bh 0.00093 0.00028 0.00014 0.000280
AB 0.00043 0.00101 8.6e-5 0.000233
mri 0.00224 0.00373 0.00077 0.001315
rips 0.00011 0.00689 3.4e-5 0.001770

Table 6: Empirical relative error of PDoptFlow and hera.

W1-Distance Computation Stats. for a Guaranteed Rel. Error Bound

PD data sets %node drop, (#nodes, #arcs) for
WPD

40 (Aδ, Bδ)
%node drop, (#nodes, #arcs) for
WPD

90 (Aδ, Bδ)

bh 90%,(18K,22M) 86%,(25K,92M)
AB 82%,(2.5K,1.4M) 70%,(4.3K,6.1M)
mri 70%,(55K,57M) 67%,(60K,188M)
rips 2%,(68K,133M) 0.3%,(69K,468M)

Table 7: δ-condensation statistics. K: ×103, M: ×106.

4.1 Nearest Neighbor Search Experiments

We perform experiments in regard to Problem 2. NN search is an important problem in machine
learning [5, 23], content based image retrieval [58], in high performance computing [78, 65] and
recommender systems [68]. We use the dataset given in [22] which consists of 200 PDs coming from
graphs generated by the reddit dataset. Having established ground truth with the guaranteed 0.01
approximation of hera, we proceed to find the nearest neighbor for a given query PD. Following
[5], we consider various approximations to the W1-distance. We experiment with 6 different
approximations: the Word Centroid Distance (WCD), RWMD [52], quadtree, flowtree [22],
PDoptFlow at s = 1 and PDoptFlow at s = 18 for a guaranteed 2.3 factor approximation. The
WCD lower bound is achieved with the observation in [22]. Table 3 shows the prediction accuracies
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and timings of all approximation algorithms considered on the reddit dataset. Sinkhorn or dense
network simplex are not considered in our experiments because they require O(n2) memory. This is
infeasible for large PDs in general.

Although PDoptFlow is fast for the error that it can achieve, the computational time to
use PDoptFlow for all comparisions is still too costly, however. This suggests combining the 7
considered algorithms to achieve high performance at the best prediction accuracy. One way of
combining algorithms is through pipelining, which we discuss next.
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Figure 8: Pipelines for computing NN.

Pipelining Approximation Algorithms: Following [5] and using a distance to compute a set
of candidate nearest neighbors, we pipeline these algorithms in increasing order of their accuracy to
find the 1-NN with at least 90% accuracy. A pipeline of k algorithms is written as c1 − c2 − · · · − ck
where ci is the number of output candidates of the ith algorithm in the pipeline.

Since flowtree achieves a better accuracy than RWMD and WCD in less time, we can
eliminate WCD and RWMD from any pipeline experiment. This is illustrated by WCD and
RWMD not being on the Pareto frontier in Figure 2. The quadtree algorithm is not worth placing
into the pipeline since its accuracy is too low; it prunes the NN as a potential output PD too early.
It also can only save on flowtree’s time, which is not the bottleneck of the pipeline. In fact, the
last stage of computation, which can only be achieved with a high accuracy algorithm such as hera
or PDoptFlow, always forms the bottleneck to computing the NN.

Figure 8 shows four pipelines involving flowtree, PDoptFlow and hera. The 15-3-1 pipeline
consisting of Flowtree then PDoptFlow(s=1) and then PDoptFlow(s=18) was found to be
the best in performance through grid search. Three other pipelines computed in the grid search
are shown. Each pipeline computes 100 queries with at least 90% accuracy for a random split of
the reddit dataset. We measure the total amount of time it takes to compute all 100 queries. For
the pipeline 15-3-1 with hera replacing PDoptFlow(s=18), hera takes 65 seconds on 3 queries,
while PDoptFlow takes 19 seconds on 3 queries. We find that 82% of the time is spent on only
3% of the PDs for hera, while 57% of the time is spent if PDoptFlow(s = 18) replaces hera.
We notice that flowtree is able to eliminate a large number of candidate PDs in a very short
amount of time though it is not able to complete the task of finding the NN due to its low prediction
accuracy. PDoptFlow(s = 1) surprisingly achieves very good times and prediction accuracies
without an approximation bound.
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5 Conclusion

We propose a new implementation for computing the W1-distances between persistence diagrams
that provides a 1 +O(ε) approximation. We achieve a considerable speedup for a given guaranteed
relative error in computation by two algorithmic and implementation design choices. First, we
exploit geometric structures effectively via δ-condensation and s-WSPD, which sparsify the nodes
and arcs, respectively, when comparing PDs. Second, we exploit parallelism in our methods with
an implementation in GPU and multicore. Finally, we establish the effectiveness of the proposed
approaches in practice by extensive experiments. Our software PDoptFlow can achieve an
order of magnitude speedup over other existing software for a given theoretical relative error.
Furthermore, PDoptFlow overcomes the computational bottleneck to finding the NN amongst
PDs and guarantees an O(1) approximate nearest neighbor. One merit of our algorithm is its
applicability beyond comparing persistence diagrams. The algorithm is in fact applicable to an
unbalanced optimal transport problem on R2 upon viewing b̄ and ā as creator/destructor and
reassigning the diagonal arc distances to the creation/destruction costs.
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A Appendix

Here we present the datasets, algorithms, finer implementation details, more experiments, and
discussions that are not presented in the main body of the paper due to the space limit.

A.1 More Algorithmic Details:

Here we present the algorithmic and implementation details that are omitted in the main context of
the paper.

A.1.1 WCD:

We implement the WCD using the Observation in [22] that OT (A∪ B̃, B ∪ Ã) ≤ 2W1(A,B), where
OT (A ∪ B̃, B ∪ Ã) is the classical optimal transport distance between A ∪ B̃ and B ∪ Ã, the sum of
distances of their optimal matching, is a 2 approximation to W1(A,B). Since WCD(A∪ B̃, B∪ Ã) ≤
OT(A ∪ B̃, B ∪ Ã), we get 1

2 WCD≤W1(A,B).
flowtree is faster than WCD on reddit due to the small scale of the PDs in that dataset.

However asymptotically WCD is much faster on very large datasets since it can be implemented as
a O(log n) depth sum-reduction of coordinates on GPU, similar to quadtree.

A.1.2 WSPD and Spanner Construction:

Here we present our simplified parallel algorithm for WSPD construction used in our implementation.
The purpose of traversing the split tree twice is to parallelize writing out the WSPD, the bottleneck
to constructing a WSPD. Although the WSPD is linear in n, the number of nodes of WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ),
in practice the size of the WSPD is several orders of magnitude larger than n. Thus writing out
the WSPD requires a large amount of data movement. Algorithm 5 first finds the number of pairs
written out by a thread rooted at some node in the split tree. The computation of counts is in
parallel and is mostly arithmetic. Once the counts are accumulated, a prefix sum of the counts
is computed and written out to an offsets array. The offsets are then used as starting memory
addresses to write out the WSPD pairs for each thread in parallel.

Figure 9 illustrates the parallel computation of the WSPD. The prefix sum is computed over the
counts determined by each thread. There is a thread per internal node.
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In our implementation, we do not actually keep track of the point subsets for each node of the
split tree. Instead, we keep track of a single point in each point subset P ⊂ Â ∪ B̂ as well as a
bounding box of P . This constructs the non-diagonal arcs of WSPDs (A,B) with minimal data.

Algorithm 4 Construct s-WSPD-biarcs in parallel

Require: TTT a split tree, WSPD parameter s
Ensure: s-WSPD represented by wspd-ptn-pairs as an array
1: counts ← {0...0} . allocate O(n) elements
2: for node w ∈ TTT in parallel do
3: count-WSPD(tid(w),w.left,.w.right,s,counts)

4: offsets ← prefix-sum(counts)
5: L= offsets[w] . offsets[w]=sum(counts)
6: wspd-ptn-pairs ← {...} . allocate L elements for wspd-ptn-pairs: O(s2n) memory
7: for node w ∈ TTT in parallel do
8: construct-WSPD(tid(w),w.left,w.right,s,offsets, wspd-ptn-pairs)

Algorithm 5 Compute WSPD thread counts for offsets

1: function count-WSPD
Require: tid: thread id; nodes u and v in the split tree; s: WSPD parameter; counts: the number

of recursive calls made by each thread;
Ensure: counts: array of counts, counts[tid]= number of pairs each thread will find
2: if u is s-well separated from v then
3: counts[tid]++

return . keep track of the number of well separated pairs associated with tid

4: if max len(BndingBx(u)) > max len(BndingBx(v)) then
5: count-WSPD(tid, u.left, v, s,counts)
6: count-WSPD(tid, u.right, v, s,counts)
7: else
8: count-WSPD(tid, u, v.left, s,counts)
9: count-WSPD(tid, u, v.right, s,counts)

Algorithm 6 Write out WSPD from offsets

1: function construct-WSPD
Require: tid: thread id; nodes u and v in the split tree; s: WSPD parameter; offsets: wspd: a

writable array of point pairs;
Ensure: s-WSPD with representatives of point pairs as an array
2: if u is s-well separated from v then
3: wspd[offsets[tid]++] ← (u.point, v.point) . all threads write in parallel

return
4: if max len(BndingBx(u))>max len(BndingBx) then
5: construct-WSPD(tid, u.left, v, s,wspd)
6: construct-WSPD(tid, u.right, v, s,wspd)
7: else
8: construct-WSPD(tid, u, v.left, s,wspd)
9: construct-WSPD(tid, u, v.right, s,wspd)
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Algorithm 7 shows how to write out the diagonal arcs for WSPDs (Aδ, Bδ). On line 2 it states that
there is a parallelization by prefix sum on arc counts. This computation is similar to the algorithm
for WSPD construction. The number of arcs per point is kept track of. A prefix sum is computed
after this and the diagonal arcs are written out per point.

Algorithm 7 Form diagonal arcs

1: for point p ∈ PPP = Âδ ∪ B̂δ parallelized by prefix sum on count of arcs incident on each p do
2: if p is from Âδ then diag-arcs ← diag-arcs ∪{p, pproj}
3: if p is from B̂δ then diag-arcs ← diag-arcs ∪{pproj , p}

A.1.3 Assumptions on PD density for δ-condensation

Proposition 2 has δ = O( 1
n) where n is the total number of points of both PDs. In particular,

assuming W1(A,B) bounded, we have δ → 0 as n→∞. In order for δ-condensation to scale with
n, we need to make an appropriate assumption about the distribution of points for our PDs. Define
the density for a point set A ⊂ R2 on a δ-square grid as |A||Γδ| where |Γδ| is the number of nonempty
grid cells with points from A.

Proposition A.1. The fraction of nodes eliminated from A by δ-condensation increases if the
density of a PD A on a δ-grid increases.

Proof. For each grid point p ∈ Γδ, all points in a δ-square neighborhood centered at p snap to
p. These new cells partition the plane just like the original grid cells and are a translation of the
original grid cells. We consider this translated grid as Γδ, which can only affect the number of
nonempty cells by at most a factor of 4. Say a δ-cell i ∈ Γδ, δ depending on |A|, has ci points. We
get that exactly ci points collapse into one point. Thus ci − 1 points are eliminated. Adding this up
over all nonempty cells i, we get that the fraction of nodes eliminated from A is:∑

i∈Γδ
(ci − 1)

|A|
=
|A| − |Γδ|
|A|

It follows that if the density |A|
|Γδ| increases, we eliminate a larger fraction of nodes as claimed.

In particular, for lower star filtrations on voxel based data, we have that there are only 28

possible number of filtration values to fill up, up to infinitesimal perturbations from the data. We
thus have, |Γδ| ≤ 216 for all δ, where 216 counts the bound on the number of pairs of filtration
values that lie in R2. Then, by Proposition A.1, δ-condensation scales well when n is sufficiently
large. For lower star filtrations defined on degree valued nodes of scale free networks, the degree
distribution is given by the power law: P (k) ∼ k−γ , 2 < γ < 3 a constant and k the degree of any
node. Thus, as n→∞, we sample at most n times from this distribution. With probability 0.99,

each sample is bounded by some constant threshold N(γ) = O(( 1
0.99)

1
γ ). Hence, |Γδ| is bounded

w.h.p. and by Proposition A.1, we have that δ-condensation eliminates an eventually increasing
proportion of nodes w.h.p. as n→∞.

A.1.4 Representing the Transshipment Network:

The data structure used to represent the transshipment network significantly affects the performance
of network simplex algorithm. Since most of the time of computation is spent on the network
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Figure 10: (a) Plot of no stalling case of the cumulative distribution of blocks searched for rips, mri
and brain-heart datasets. (b) Plot of a stalling case for the mri dataset. block size=

√
m

simplex algorithm and not the network construction stage, the network data structure is designed
to be constructed to be as efficient for arc reading and updating as possible. A so-called static
graph representation [33], essentially a compressed sparse row (CSR) [38] format matrix, is used
to represent the transshipment network. Thus in order to build a CSR matrix, we must sort the
arcs (u, v) first by first node followed by second node in case of ties. This sorting can be over
several millions of arcs, see Table 2 column 2. For example, for rips at ε′ ≤ 0.2, 468 million
arcs must be sorted. (ε′ is the guaranteed relative error bound). For a sequential O(m logm)
algorithm, this would form a bottleneck to the entire algorithm before network simplex, making the
algorithm Ω(m log(m)). Thus we sort the arcs on GPU using the standard parallel merge sorting
algorithm [11, 26] and achieving a parallel depth complexity of O(logm).

A.2 Computational Behavior of Network Simplex (BSP in practice):

Refer to Section 4 and Table 5 for dataset information. Figure 10 shows two very different
computational patterns of the block search pivot based NtSmplx algorithm. Figure 10(a) shows
the vast majority of cases when there is no stalling. We show the cumulative distribution of blocks
searched for the rips, mri and brain-heart datasets at s=20, 49 and 150 respectively. The block sizes
are set to the square root of the number of arcs; the block sizes are 6539, 9134 and 8922 respectively.
Notice that 98.9%, 96.8% and 93.8% of the pivots involve only a single block being searched, and
account for 91.4%, 80.2% and 58.8% of the total blocks searched. Although the pivots are sorted
per dataset by the number of blocks searched, the cumulative distribution depending on the pivots
computed over execution is almost identical. Figure 10(b) shows the relatively rare but severe case
of stalling for the mri dataset at s=36, stopped after 10 minutes. Stalling begins at the 391559th
arc found.

Furthermore, we have noticed empirically that repeated tie breaking of reduced costs during
pivot searching results in a tendency to stall. In fact, most implementations simply repeatedly
choose the smallest indexed arc for tie breaking. After applying lattice snapping by πδ, symmetry is
introduced into the pairwise relationships and thus results in many equivalent costs on arcs and
subsequent reduced costs. This is why we introduce a small perturbation to the snapped points in
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Figure 11: Plot of the total number of block pivot searches depending on the number of arcs.

order to break this symmetry. This results in much less stalling in practice.

A.2.1 Parallelizing Network Simplex Algorithm:

Network simplex is a core algorithm used for many computations, especially exact optimal transport.
This introduces a natural question: can we directly parallelize some known network simplex pivot
search strategies and gain a performance improvement? We attempted to implement parallel pivot
search strategies such as a O(logm)-depth parallel min reduction over all reduced costs on either
GPU or multicore, such as in [67]. These approaches did not improve performance over a sequential
block pivot search strategy. There was speedup over Dantzig’s pivot strategy, where all admissible
arcs are checked, however. For GPU, there is an issue of device to host and host to device memory
copy. These IO operations dominate the pivot searching phase and are several of orders of magnitude
slower than a single block searched sequentially from our experiments. Recall that most searches
result in a single block by Figure 10. For multicore, there is an issue of thread scheduling which
provides too much overhead. In general, it is very difficult to surpass the performance of a sequential
search over a single block when the block size can fit in the lower level cache due to the two
aforementioned issues. For example, in our experiments the cache size is 28160KB, which should
hold 6 · B · 8 bytes for B =

√
m, the block size, and m < 3 × 1011 where 6 denotes the 6 arrays

needed to be accessed to compute the reduced cost and 8 is the number of bytes in a double. This
bound on m, the number of arcs, should hold for almost all pairs of conceivable input persistence
diagrams and s > 0 in practice. This does not preclude, however the possibility of efficient parallel
pivoting strategies completely since stalling still exists for the sequential block search algorithm.

A.2.2 Empirical Complexity:
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Figure 12: Plot of the empirical time (log scale) depending on the number of arcs of the sparsified
transshipment network for each dataset. n is the number of nodes.
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For each of the datasets from Table 5, our experiments illustrated in Figure 12, show that for
varying s and fixed n, our overall approach runs empirically in O(

√
nm) time, where m = s2n with

s the WSPD parameter and n the number of nodes in the sparsified transshipment network.
Here we explain in more detail the experiment illustrated in Figure 1. We determine the empirical

complexity with respect to the number of points on a synthetic Gaussian dataset. These are not
real persistence diagrams and are made up of points randomly distributed on the plane above
the diagonal. The points follow a Gaussian distribution. For fixed s ≤ 40, as a function of n our
algorithm empirically is upper bounded by O(s2n1.5). This is determined through upper bounding
the least squares curve fitting. Since we are still solving a linear program, it should not be expected
that the empirical complexity can be truly linear, except perhaps under certain dataset conditions.
The proximity of points, for certain real persistence diagrams, for example, could be exploited more
by δ-condensation. We notice that the empirical complexity is better, the smaller the s, including for
s ≤ 40. This is why in Section 4 PDoptFlow for s = 1 performs so much faster than PDoptFlow
for s = 18.

A.2.3 Stopping Criterion:

Due to the rareness of stalling for given s in practice, our stopping criterion is designed to justify
the empirical time bound. If the block size is

√
m, the computation goes like O(s2n1.5), and each

iteration within a block search determines the time, O( s
2n1.5

s
√
n

) = O(
√
mn) blocks is an upper bound

on the number of searched blocks when there is no stalling. Figure 11 illustrates this relationship
amongst m, n and the time. Thus the stopping criterion is set to C

√
mn+ b. In practice, C may

simply be set to 0 and b set to a large number however it has been empirically found that the
stopping citerion goes like

√
mn blocks for a large number of the various types of real persistence

diagrams such as those generated by the persistence algorithm on lower star filtrations induced by
images and rips filtrations on random point clouds, to name the types from the experiments.

A.2.4 Bounds on Min-Cost Flow:

The W1-distance between PDs is a special case of the unbalanced optimal transport (OT) problem
as formulated in [53, 70]. Solving such a problem exactly using min-cost flow is known to take cubic
complexity [66] in the number of points. However, affording cubic complexity is usually infeasible in
practice and thus we seek a subcubic solution.

There are several approaches to approximating the distance between PDs with n total points.
In [22], a log ∆ approximation is developed, where, ∆ is the aspect ratio, adapting the work of
[47] and [5] for persistence diagrams. In [50], the auction matching algorithm performs a (1 + ε)
approximation, also lowering complexity by introducing geometry into the computation. Geometry
lowers a linear search over O(n) points for nearest neighbors to O(

√
n) via kd-tree. This does not

lower the theoretical bound below O(n2.5), however. Our approach lowers complexity by introducing
a geometric spanner [14], using a linear number of arcs between points.

Min-cost flow algorithms can have theoretically very low complexity. The input to min-cost flow
is a transshipment network and its output is the minimum cost flow value. Let m be the number of
arcs in the transshipment network and n its number of nodes. It was shown that min-cost flow can
be found exactly in Õ(m + n1.5) complexity in [12], by network simplex in Õ(n2) complexity, in
parallel in Õ(

√
m) and approximated on undirected graphs in [8] in Õ(m1+o(1)) complexity.

Since the number of nodes and arcs of the transshipment network depend directly on the points
and pairwise distances respectively, an implication of using a geometric spanner for (1 + O(ε))
approximation is that the complexity becomes theoretically subcubic and requiring Oε(n) memory,

30



where Oε hides a polynomial dependency on ε, the relative approximation error. In fact this bound
is actually achieved in practice. We show the empirical complexity is actually similar to O(s2n1.5)
as shown in Figure 12 and Figure 1 but only for small s.
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